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ABSTRACT 
.. \, . 
. . ' :;· • ., . ,u" 
q 
Th.is thesis contains an experimental investigatfon of rolled 
·wtde--flange steel beam-columns to determine tl1eir strength and be---·-- - ·-_---
havior in weld~d continuous frames. Th~ columns ar.e pin-ended -:: · 
:_:_;__<_:_-., -- __ ____:__, •) ~·· _-• -~- ----~ -- ______ . ., ____ . __ - ------·-·- _"- ... ~ ... --..,-:_ __ ..... -~-. - _:. 
about· the strong axis and fix~d about tbe weak axis. End moments ~ 
. f . ~ . 
t.re applied in the plane of the web and can 'be ---varied independently 
of the axial load during the test. Five conditions of loading have 
been investigated. they are (a) equal end moments applied to pro-
duce double.curvature deformation, (b) one end fixed with end mo-
ment applied at the other end, (c) equal end moments applie~ at. 
one end only, and ·(e) axial lQado. The other principal variables 
investigated besides loading condition are axlal load ratio, 
r· 
slenderness ratio, and member size. 
Thirty-seven tests ~ere done on eccentrically loaded colUJlllls • 
., 
. 4 . 
Ten of these tests had lateral support to prevent lateral-:torsionai 
· · ·bue·kling. Also five axial load tests were performed. - The £es-t 
-interaction type formulas. 
......... 
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- - -- ____ .J5....__ ---L~.-- L~ := _~.......... - ,t__=_J '---------LP~L= 
-:-::- - •• ~ -,,, 'e=, -·~---- -. -_ - - ... 
_ ... ·--q; ~ 
-2 
. " . ..., 
- ____ -_ .•. L_ __ -~·'------------ --~'----- "~------------ -- --~;t. INTRODUCTION 
-- ------·--·--- ----
. . 




.. - /• 
.· · 1907, , two ·and a half· centuries af~ter the birth of steelmaking in . . 
_ ~ ___ ....;•:....:.-··. -~-·__::........:... -~0r,._,, .... ...._.__..,_.._._.. .. ....,.,w,,..,.,_..4..,.--..,,· 
. 
-
... --- - . - - --· - ,._,_ -----·----~-· - . ··--·-· ..... 
. .:.. - . -- _ _:__:__-:__ -
.... 
.- .. ·-. . . ,.: 
.. 
. . . ,- . .. . . . . •. .. ~- . . . . 
,r this countryo During the T'tientieth century ·t·he stru~tural steel ~ · 
shape has been the backbone of ·buil:dings from one story warehouses 
to towering skyscrapers. Until only a few years ago, the utilization 
of its inherent strength and ductility by structural designers has 
been based entirely on elastic methods of analysis and design. 
!hen plastic design was introduced as a means of more economical 
use of steel. 
'.fbis new concept of design has been rapidly acc;:epted in this 
country and the first plastically designed building was erected in 
1957 • . To date the method has been lilllited .1:0 01-1,e an4 two s·to~y-
frames, but future application to multi-story frames is not far 
away. · The .nlegs 61 or columns·, of these· fr~es have ·the respons·i-
These lQads·· are- transmitted to the column in the form c:,f axial 
'. 
~ompress-ion and end bending moments. ,. -






-~-· -.,.,·-- -~---... --~.:.{~';;·'··-- _ .. :.~:_:: . ~··•l•e---of··-beam-eolumns- r:equiT·e·~:--fn··a- continuous buil~ding· ·tram.i· fo:f'~ ____ : _____ _ - -· - ..• --- -· - - - I. . . ,rn,. ~-·.~ .. --- .. ,"i::,-'·?s .. • : ~· 
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. , I 
,. 11.·. -' ; .. ~ 
'( .· . . .~ A .. -.. - - ··,~· . ... -~l 
- . =· .... ..... ....,,, - -
. -3 
... .. . -; ., . -- •. 1 
. ~·"'Jhese procedures are U~ually the outgr(?Wth Qf s'everal yea;s of Work 
- '--·-~"· µ_-::::...:..,,_:·_::-.-.::-~>----. ----- - . -· ·~-,...-,~-.... - -~- --- - --- ___ -,-:---;, .. ,.. 
- -- ----·-------~.· . 
• , . . 0 i 




. ... - ·. 
.-···-··:_~_-: -2--:::....-.!"....:........:-_.::..:.;::...:~---:-·--· ~-- - -· . 
/ 
- - . ~;. . ~ -
.::./ 
- •- - . ···- -··.·- .... -~~- .... - _,.:.. _____ ,_ . 
by the' researcher to predict the strength and b,ehavior of such mem-
~· 
bers.· · In so doing, the researcher conducts controlled laboratory 
----
·tea ts to verify th.~oY:etical predi.ctions or to form tl1e basis for 
empirical interac~ion equations.. . .It .. is for this _fo.rmer reason that 
~ ' 
..f 
these beam-column experime~ts which are described in this report 
/ 
were~- conducted. 
In this -investigation only the isolated beam-column is dealt · 
with; the ef fee ts of sidesway and biaxial beJtding are not consid-
ered. For these con~tions the beam-column may be defined by the 
following par·ameters: . axial load, slenderness ratio, loading con-
dition, member size, and-,type of lateral restraint. These para-










. ii I 
! 
.r . .'\ 
t . . ( I. 
..:. •. ' ---· --· ... '··-·---·-- • - - ~-· •..• re_. t 
. \ 
<. 
. .. . . . - ............. - .,., ... 




- ··- ••.• •- ··>e•-. .•• .,,,. 
I. 2 :l:BB GENBRAI, OU1'LINB OF THE ms r!NG PROGiWI 
----.- ,,_..,,.,. .-.,,-~---...........-·.---- .---,.-- _______ ···.-.: .-~ .. , · •. :.., ,1 •• ,-'. •. · .• ,.,.-,-~-
~The testing 




completion of the las~ test· in 19-66. During· this period forty-two 
beam-column experiments 't-lere performed on rolled wide-flange stru~.,-
tural steel s.hapes t. The shapes were rolled from AS'lM A7 steel • 
. ,.,~,-.- ,-- . ..;Siaee the ·tests were conducted. -in. the._,,.~-as delive1:ed11 condition-, 
residual stresses "!ere present. Thirty-two of the beam-colWlll 
~@sts were conduct,ed without intermittent lateral bracing w.lµ.1.-. tM 
/ 
. _,-: 
. . ~ . -- . - -·'· ... ,. 















. . ) 




. . ---- . ,.,..,.,. - . 
. . 
additional tests were performed on braced beam-columns. These later ............... . 
-·--- .. -·----,~-~··-----~- - ... 
8 
•A'•• • ~ ~ - • •a•'·• ·- ••• • > ••, ,, '•·- •,,s O •· --




···columns were braced to eliminate tl1e influence of lateral-torsional 
oll .. i!I • 
• • 
buckling. The experimental setup was such that. ~axia:l lo·ad and end 
bending DIC>ments could be' varied indepcindently during the test. , The 
majority of tb~ tests. 
Since the testing . pl:'ogram has spanned a number of years , re-
.. ~l ts of some o-f the tes~s aad ti.eoretical cleve~_opments have ap-
. 
(1-10) 
peared in various reports, both published and unpublished. 
In th~~ report an attempt is made to summariz-e all the tests in 
· .. this series, and therefore a complete listing of all- t-he results 
has been included. 
I. 3 COMPARISON WI TH OTHER COLUMN BXPERlMEN'l'S 
·-··--·--···. - -· I. 
One series of these tests used an H-section similar to the 8 WF 31 
' .. - .. 
. ~ 
., --;--~ .. , - ' 
., .. ~· ,.,· .. , .... -" . -·. ,.'/',' ........ -. . . .... -
·~section in ·this report. This section was loaded eccentrically, 
·-, . f'. 
. I ~ ;" 
which is essentially the same as loading condition "c" of this re-
·w- - port ( where equal end tnOll~ts cause single curvature_ deforina.tion 
. 
about the strong axis). 
~~"" 
The~objecttve Q_f thgee tQts was to coa-r .-
colum.· VThe effect of crookedness, eccentricity of rolling, and 
qther variations on the strength of the member were considered in 




o•'•"'=-·- . ..JI .. •···-•--••• 






Johnston and Cheney<12> ·reported on ninety-six ·column experi-
' 
( "'ments conducted at Lehigh University in the early 1940 8so Tests 
were made on both rutially ~oade.d and eccentrically loaded colunms. 







. ' . . . 
.' . . . 
.. . . . .:, I ... ··- .. , •. ' .... ,, .. ,· ····-,:c··· -:·-····-· ~- .. ·ratio and ec·c-entricity ·were: the- pfificipal·· Vl1J:iibl88 ~ . ·'ffie -experi,; ·-··-·----_-----------··--·----·-.·----~--·,,I 
. •,:,· r: 
-
ments were carried out in an effort to make a comparison wit:h- the -· - · 
present col1mm formulas of the AISC for conceu.uieally and eccentri .. 
cally loaded colU1111s. 
In 1955 Campus and Masaonnet(l~ performed ninety-five colu11n 
. tests in Belgium under eccentric compressive loads with unequal and 
opposite eccentricities about the strong axiso These loading con-~ 
. 
ditions are similar to case a, c, and d loadings described herein. 
An o.il pressured spherical support was used, instead of knife-edges. 
Two of the sections investigated were geometrical.ly silJlilar to the 
American wide-flange shape. !he tests were performed in order to 
develop simple design (interaction type) formulas, provid~ an 
-
. 





'ii exact theoretical analysis of columns under, oblique compression, t 
~ 
1! 
and to make a COllll>llt'ison with present European collJDin spec:lfiCa- .... ··-· · <- · ---·--1 









. ~onduct,~d t:wenty-four eccentrically loaded and six concentri·cally . ~ 
' ..... ' --•·-• .. ~- - •<•• """' ~ .. , ~, ... ,., """ •• /I .••" _ " __ " .. • ·---~- ,;:•·, _.., • _. • ,,. ,_,.__ •• ,._,.., ··• ·•-• " .. "_u,v "' ·~ ·•~" •' • - -- ~. •-•••· • • ·-~· '· '• ·-·• •' "•,•·••·•-•···' •.•., '"" ..... ,,~' ~" ·~ '""'."3',-- ~--··• '.,,,. ., ... _ .. • ---- • • • • .. , .... 
... ~. 
ioaded hinged-end coluiµn tests. 
,,' hat-shaped sections with bending about a minor axis parallel to ~'- .. 
.. 
-~---· 





... ~!·.:,... -~- . ·~-· ..... ··-
'· 
flanges .... The loading condition was similar to case ''c'' loading. 
Because of the geometry of the sect~on, the influence of lateral-
.~: torsional pucltling i:i'as eliminated. The· ·tests are ·different in that 
maximum· compressive stress wa_!.. .. uniform over the entire flange with-
~ ' out any twis~ing~of the s~ction. 
... "' • rt/' ~ 
' .. 
nte column. experiments of this report CQIIIP&red to those juit 
described are unique in that 
C: 




(b) the strength and d~formation behavior o·f the coltmms 
was determined. 
The objective of the experiments was to investigate the 'be-
havior of typical rolled American wide-flange colwnn shapes in con-_ 
tinuous frames. The results of the investigation have been used 
specif~cally to advance and to verify the methods of plastic 
desigll. 
: .:-. 
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When the structural steel shape comes of,f the rolling line it. 
possesses certain strength cha:racterist~cs ~-1hich depend on many 
vari--ables. Some of these variables 't·Yould · come under the type of 
' <, . • 
(' • ,t 
material -and others' unaer. "the en.vir.onment and. "job'' assigned to 
\. 
,J I{. ¥1 
the shape. I 'I 
A wide-flange structural steel shape assigned to a plastically -
designed building as a beam-column will be required to develop- cer-· · 
. tain strength qualities -depending on its application. The variables 
', 
that this beam-column is subjected to can be well defined. These 
variables are the length, plane or planes of betiding,. end.moment 
ratio, axial compressive force, member size, end· restraint, side-
11- . 
sway, and degree of lateral ··support. 
'\: 
' 
'lo determine the strength and behavior of the beam-colUJIID 
under.the influence of some of these conditions, it is first 
isolatedo Then any of the parameters listed above are.chosen and 
a testing program is set up by varying the chosen parameter over 
a certain range; The testing progr~ in general has been described 
, 
in ~he introduction~ ln this chapter the principal variables will 
be discussed and also the experimental procedure that was establis-4 
. to accomplish_ the objectives of this inv~stigation. -
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. II. 1 DESCRIPTION OF THE DST PROGRAM 
• t 
·The _testing prog_ram is shown in Table 1. ~ Bach test is listed 
. -----~---~--t~. -~~~ __ prJ.~!!-~P~1 . v~~J-~!!!~~ ! ·-~~1_p_i;_~~~-~~t- v~J:~ables investigated /~ 
' .4 
- --~ - ~ ... • (l . 
.,- -
in these expe:r;iments are axial load ratio, P/Py;· ·sl·endemess ratio,) 
' 
· ,,·L/r; loading case; and member size. 
Die values_ of P/Py and L/r are grouped under seve,ral comllDD. 
auaerical values in fable I. ~e L/r values listed are for the 
strong axis except t-2s.· and ?-27. For some of the tests, the 
l. 
- axial load ratio v1as var·iable. In these cases· an asterisk indicates 
, . 
the maximum ratio obtained. ?he exact values of P/Py and L/r may 
be found in Table III. 
The operation of Table I may be explained with an example. 
Suppose that it is desired to investigate the influence of ~ial lead 
ratio for L/r.,_ = 55,. loading case '~", and member size 8 WF 31. 
Going into the Jable with these values., it is seen that three tests 
r 
ean be ·compared. · The tests are T-3, J:..4, and t-~ witlh P/Py· = O.So,· 
7. 
0.12, and 0.83 respectively. 
-<,. 
\ ' . 
• . • -------· • '·• -·· • • .,.... •• • .. ,,:,;..,_~ .... ,.,.., ~-- ••• '·~ ~.:.,. ~-:-. ,;._-:,_~---·---··-· • > ••• , ........ ---·. --- , ••• , •• ,. , ••• - •• • . ' -- • • 
It might be noted here that the five axial load tests listed 
Utl not <U.scussed in this report. All these tests, with the ex-. 
ce,ption of test T-28, have been reported in a paper by Huber and 
'• . 
Beedle.(lO) 
~-; .- . 
~- ,. .. ,,., 
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.. ("a) Size of Member 
.. 
The size of members chosen for this !nvestigation we~e 
the 4 WF 13, 8 t~ 31, and 8 B 13 rolled structural. steel shapes. 
The 4 WF 13 and 8 WF 31 shapes were chosen for the- majority of the 
.! . - / '-~ 
., 
· .' ,tests beca~se they were geometrically similar typical column 
. ' ... 
. ' - . - ..• . . ' ·' 
sections. Yield and -residual . stress properties for these~ s·~etions 
were available from previous studies{lO) Also t.he~·S;WF-31 member 
.... , .. , ,.. = ===Li . ------ ,.~ - I 
. ., . ' 
- has one of the lowest shape factors of any rolled section (f = 1.11), 
f·--' 
where the shape factor indicates the reserve of strength of the 
. ; 
section above yield. The 8 B 13 is the deepest be8.1Jl section that. 
could be teated with the present 1:1etup, and it. is a section ~th 
a thin web. (d/w • 35). 
(b) llatio of axial load to yield load 
The ratio of axial load to·yield load, expre&~ed as 
P/Py., was varied from 0.10 to 0.79 for the tests in which axial 
load and moment were applied. For the tests with axial load only 
the highest P/Py ra.tio reached was 0.88. . .. d , . 
_ (.c) Sl_en dernes_s ___ ratio _ 
Column lengths of 8, 12, 14, and 16 ft.· were selected 
.... 
,._ aivin1 slenderness i - --rat os o:t !J.)!t 
"' 
ij·4, and lli 
columns~ Exact values are tabulated in Table II. Bending was . \ \ ~ 
\./ ~ 0 . \\! • 
_ ~~~u~ ~he st~oni, · -~--s for al.l trthe~-~.Qlumtf_:_fiests, ~cep_t t~2s ancl 
· T-28 which were weak axis tests. 
··.: .... 











. • <I.'· . 
- . . 
. ... 
' 
: ·. . ... ( d) ·· Loading ygn;~Uon 
. J' .. 
!he term "loading condition" will be used to ref er to 
a particular combination of. axial load and end bending mome1:1,t. 
,,. 
'?he five load~ng conditions investigated in these tests are shoWa 
ln Pig. 1. 
" •• , .t: 
'·•I 
!he axial lo·ad was applied to the column prior to · the 
<-
application of moment except .. for tests T-8 and T-22 where the mo- ' 
m.ent was held constant and axial load was a variable. By making 
changes in the application of the end moments, the following load-. 
ins t:onditions could be pr9~ue'ed. 
(" 
. ......,_ :f' -r 
.. 
,, 
~ 1.olci!~ondition "a" is the condition where two equal .. 
end moments are applied in the s.ame sense thus causing doubl.e curva-
ture deformation. '?hree tests were done for this loa~ng case. 
In loading conclit~on "b" one end is fixed. Bleven ef 
these tests were performed. 
For condition "c" two equal end 11101118D.ts are applied 111 
', 
-· . . -- . /. ... / 
opposite directions resulting in single curvature deformation. 
'+ 
' 
~-.-:---. :"; ... ,. . . . ~ .. . ~ .. '"' ' . . . . . . . - .. ,, -. 
.'\ Por this loading case, eight tests were conducted • 
·.' : 
. ' 
Loading condition "d" has moment applied at only one 
' 
tm4, A total of fift~en tests were completed~ using this loadin.,g 
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. .. . .. 
Condition "e" is axial load only. 
lor this· ca..-e •.. 
II. IIPBRIMBNTAI, PROCEDURE 
. ·,.... . 
. 
Five test·s were done 
.. 
. r 
- v,,,. . 
-11 
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The tests in< this series used the test apparatus d~s~rib-~d 
. by Beedle, Ready, and Johnston~ 1) . Therefore only a brief descrip-
tion of the apparatus and the procedures will be given. 
J 
Fig. 2 shows a mtcal set of forces applie~ to the column 
by ~he test apparatus. Loading condition "a" is shown. The con-
centric ··axial load P ;,as applied through knlfe edges by a testing 
\ ;. r 
) 
macninee The end mo:merits- ·were applied by means of forces F, acting 
through rigidly fixed lever arms attached to the ends of the col-
umn. The end moment forces were produced by tension-compression 
hydraulic jacks connected to the test frame.· Any lateral thrust 
B which was developed, was taken up by lateral tie rods att4ched 
to the end fixtures. 
" Reaction support for the end moment forces F and lateral 
.. 
- . •·;··· . 
. .. 
~--
• , ·- ... • r 1-. • • • .. ,•· '··· -~---., •. ·• ·-, .. ·•· • • *'"' .... -' ···••.-4 '·· ,I .~ • ·,-.,, --• •· •• ·'· • ' • ·····--·• ,·--~1 ,,_.,_ ... ,. -•-'-~! a .... u .. ,.~,._,._ .... _,...,,....,._.,,~.J . ..-._,.J., ~-·"-'"'Y"'·..t-' 
thrust H was provided by the test frame, shown in Fig. J, The. .- .. 
. . - .. . ~ .. /: 
I .. 
name consists ~f four irig~dly br~ced columns mad¢ to accommodate 
. . , .... , 
. ! ; .• ·. ., • . r·C. , 
, test coluilins up to 16 ft •. in length. ·-,The Partiai Side Viet-1 shows· 
; I • 
the system used to apply moments. A dynamometer is, c~nnected in 
•. • 'l" 
' 
aerie:ts with the hydr~ulic jack to measure the end aoment force. 
t" .. 
I . 
· .•. ,,,·111,:.. 
~.:.· ' ... , 
\ 
. '":t .• . ~ .,. . 
---·--·-·······---• 
· ... ~ 
!he whole· test frame assembly including the test col1mm .-can 
·~.,S 
0 be.picked up by a crane and placed· in a testing miachineo For the' 
·f-s·eries. tests:, an 800,000 lbo capacity mechanical screw-type 
_ tes-ting machine was used to apply the ~xial loa:d. 
Fig. 8 shows how the axial load is applied to the upper end 
of the colunm. The end fixture receives the load from two 8 in. 
long knife-edges spaced 13 inches apart. One of the knife-edges 
is visable in Fig. 8. The knife-edges are parallel to the strong 
axis of the column for bending about this axis_. At the top on 
\ 
both s~des o~ the center . roiler wedge blocks ,re visable. these 
--,, 
have been installed to prevent rotation of the column end about 
. 
the weak axis. This conditi .. on has been found by experiments(l2) 
to make the effective length in the iieak direction equal to six 
tenths of. the col1.1mn length (Leff. = 0.6L). 
(b) Test Setup For The A-series Tests 
The test setup for the A-series tests utilized ~he 10 ft. wide 
testing space of a newly installed 5,000 ,ooo l.~~ capacity hydtaulic 
• • • • a- _,_ : • ' • ., • • - • • ->.-- • ... < ' ··""' •• '.• ·•-·---•~- -••· ":..·" '•'."'"""•1••• .. '"'i,'" 
.... , ·-·- ·-····"' 
~ 
testing machine shown in Fig. 6. This C'hange eliminated the 
p 
. ' 
cramped conditions that had existed for the preyious T-series 
tests. The end fixture assemblies shown in Fig. 8 a.,nd the moment 
~--~-.- .. 
-12 






application arrangement were utilized from the T•series tes·ts for 
making. the new setup. Reaction support was provided by the ver-
tical frame of the testing machine, anchorages in the floor, and 

















various structural steel 11811bers. A s~etch of the test setup ts 
shown in Fig •. 4. 
Lateral- bracing sptems were _provided for all the A-series .. 
test, in order to prevent late~~l-torsional buckling. The bracing 
. .·• ,.;..,_- • • IS 
't:.,. ~/ 
was spaced in accordance with·the provisions of Chapter 6.3 in the 
Commentary on Plastic Design in Stee1{15) The number of bra~ing 
systems required varied from one to three-.·. __ '?he d~tail of a lat-
'• 
eral bracing., system is shown in Fig. 5. Structural channels· were 
clamped against the flange tips on both sides of tl1e column at 
the center line of the position requiring lateral support. !ie 
rods were belted= to the channels and extended parallel to the X~axis 
of the section, fastening to a -roller a~rangement at the vertical 
face of the testing machine. 'fhe photograph in Fig. 7 shows two 
lateral bracing systems installed on a column. ·ne tie rods were 
tensioned uniformly on both·sides of the column to hold the colunm. 
!n alignment and prevent any twisting. As the column deflected 
under load the bracing system followed the column allowing freedom 
-13 
. . . i 
. . I 
. -1 
J 
~,., ..... -.. ' ~ 
,,,: . 
. _____ ----·-··- ----------------------------,~-----··'·'~--~----·--------.... _, __ , .... __ of -~vement _in ~he Y-direction ·but rigidly restraining the coluum. 
• ····---·-·; --. J ·- ·····-- • •• -- • .... -·--·-- --·---· --·-






from movement in the X-directi9n at the bracing points. !he bracing 
.system was checked at ever:y load increment to assura,jreedoAl of 
" . . ..... 
~ •vement in the plane of bending • 
.. , 
- . . . ... ~ '.:f.:.. - Auxiliary 'Il!sts 
·- --.!.\ -
-- ··-·------~···-----~-------------------·- ··--·---· .···-·. --·-·-· -
41.txiliary tests were conducted tP d.ateTIWd.ae the aegh1ai~ll 
,~,:perties of the column lll}l~erial. 
J 
-- --- -~~~-~----~···y-~-- ---. · __ - . -.. _'=NG:. 'T _..,_ ' II • ' ';! - ___ .... _ ... ~ .i;;.......;- ,-, U-2:::d-h -~_---- --- -· ·--- -- y- - •• - •• -c----- .. -~ ·-t-....r •. -.- ... __ -··· ---- - - -- --- -- I 5 I 
.. •·. 
. .. · 
·- - --·-· . -: ·. 
. . '.I . 
I I 
... ·--..·: .. -14 
... -- -
.. ~. ·.··,. 
, - 'L 
.'·,,, 
· !he determination of the ·material properties for the T-series 
tests is contain~d in the separate report "Residual Stress and the 
. .,;... ,. 
Compressive Strength of Steel"(lOl 
v' . 
For the A-series tests, test coupons were cut from repres~ta- · ~ 
"' ~ ' . ~ . :" . . ' -... ..,, ~ - - -. . .• -·a.·t-;·'·-:;-· ¢ ___ --··· ········---~--'·- ··"'-··········.,········ ·········:..··•··;··--·-·······,...··-·· -~ ••• -~----··· - ••• --·J?e, .,. •• ;- - - - ............... • • ·- -,-, .... ,,.. •• ---------~-.... - .... --..._ ......... _- .... -~-~ ............ ,,,. ................. ----··4 ... 
.. 
• 
_... ...... 'I'll· .. 
" 
tive sections of ·the rolling or from the column after lt was tested. 
- ~ 
. 
Rectangular reduced section tensile coupons and stub columns were · 
tested to determine static yield strength, modulus of elas·ticity1 
residual stress, and "ultimate strength of the cros~, section. 
. 
(d) test Specimens 
'?he test specimens chosen for this investigation were rolled 
a-truetural steel shapes which we_re test;ed in the "as delivered'' 
condition containing residual stresses. The size of members chosen 
were 4 WF 13, 8 WF 31, and 8 B 13 with one 8 WF 40 sectione The 
4 WF 13 shape was used for twenty tests, the 8 WF 31 shape for 
eighteen tests, ,and the 8 ll 13 shape for three tests. Column 
leng·ths of 6 to 16 feet were chosen to gi~e a variation in L/rx 





jeeri in Fig. -6 •. -. ··: .. . -. .. '.'.- .. -- ············-···--·-··-~--···•···--·········-···-• -· .-·····-·····--········· ·····-·········-··-·--···-·~·-··········· v--· -·-~··•-··-···' .... · .. ·-•··-····"" .. ···----···----·-. ---··- . . .. 
.. . ...-:, -~ . 
Prior to testi118, t}u! column wa~t.J~aavred ancl ... its et,nictur~ ."'" 
... 
prqperties determined. Also the ends of the column were milled 
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(~) Instrumentation 
!o record the behavior of the collDID. unJter load, several 
'mea·s-uring techniques were employed. Lateral and transverse de-
- . 
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-'-;----·-·-···'· ~- .. :- · ·-·-,----~ --->·-- -----·-···· . 71-:i to· T-5. · Transvers~. pr·-.·-strong direction deflect~on for tests · 
.. 
.. _ ... _, .. -..... ,.....,. _ .......... •'7:.c,.~.•·.-:-.-·"' . 
.T-6 to T-32 were measured by means of a deflection gage rig sus-
pended on rods located in the plane of the bases of tl1e column 
. at its centerline. The lateral deflections for tests T-6 to T-32 
were measured by dial gage arrangements attached to.the flange tips 
along the length of the colUIDils.(4) For the A-series tests, lateral 
deflections were measure~-, using the transit shown in Fig. 6 and a 
;?;, 
metal tipped sc.ale held against the flange ti,ps and web of the 
·column at various levels along the column height. Transverse de-
flections for the A-series i1ere measured using di~l gag_es with fine 
wire st-retch~d between the plunger of the --gage ,nd a magnetic base 
attached to the flange of the column. Measurements were taken at · ·, 
four locations along the colume· lengt~. 
w~ch we:re welded to tlie base plates at thc..J=op an.d bottom of the 
... -
- test colWDn to indicate angle change~ at the column-ends ai'.rout the 
.,, 
X-axis. As the specimen rotated, a micrometer screw in the _level 
b&:r was a4justed to center the level bubble that ivas ,fastened on 
,. . ' ... • ... "'!I. 
the bar. A dial gage mounted on ·one end of the level bar recorded 
the movement or rotation of the bar over a fixed gage length a~ 
'• . ..,.;, 
C -- -·--·-









' l - . 
. -.... ~. - - =r~ 
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- -- --,,,=~···-=:...::::....: 
.•. Q 
the colUDl end rotated. Under loading condition ''b", the level 
bar at one end v1as· used as a guide for "fixing" the colunm end 
against rotation. 
-16 
' ; .~ -
-· - ----- i----- -- . 
> • 
Strain gages of· the SR-4 typ~ were mounted ()n various sections 
'=;~;;->~ ·h "<··'- 'Ofl:h~: te~t·· s;~ci~ 'deperidi.ng :on th'e ·· t~sf c~n-diti~n~. ·.,The str.:li~ · ··· ·· ..... r···- ···i 
... . gage data served .as a checl,t on tl1e other measurements being taken 
such as the point of inflection for loading condition "a''~ strain 
distributions across the section and along the member, initial 
eccentricity, and initial yielding. 
. .. 
Prior to testing, a whitewa~h-e~ating was •pplied to the -pJc-· 
~ 
~ 
·· .... '. lmea so that when yielding was reached in a section the whitewash 
- .• ·1 ... - - - . ., .•• 
--
=«±zi ." i r . ~~· . 
""' .-.•:, 
·---- ____ ., -----·-·---- ----~ · .... ~.- .. '" ... -· .. 
would be flaked off }with the mill scale leaving a visual yield . 
pattern. 
Other measurements recorded were the axial load as indica.ted - -- -- -----··-------·-· 
by the testing machine and end moment forces measured by dyna;.. 
aaeters .. . 'ibese measurements·- denote the ·overal~l strength of the 
eelunm ~ 
',.-,- • • ,c~ •.• I•·--'-~-·· -.• • - :.• • •. •·· •, ..,. .• •-- .-. • u;,.-'···'- ~ ~,--~ ••• • -,~-, •, ,~ ., •• ..-.-,,. •••. ,. • 
r 
·•·- •-·••··• • ,.,.-••,• •-,·.·--••• •'•-••<>•"'·"·"' - ,., '··- •·•- ... n,· ,. 
... ·-····-··· ~---~ ,.--, .. - ··-·, ---- -·- ·- ·····--··-··--- , __ ~-·-- --·--- -- ·- -·. . - . -··. -- . , ...... -..;-·• .. ...__ .... _ ........ _ .. .,. 
' 
. 
(f) lxperimeutal Dat4 -.nd Qbservations 
are listed for each test specimen in Table lJ.o The cross-sectional 
par~m~ters listed are section size, area, section modulus> plastic 
modulu$, radius of gyration about the X-axis and about the Y-axis. 
V ' 
. I 
: Q • • 
1·· . ' 
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Material proper·ties and length propertie1:r·are listed on the second 
~ . . 
. . 
page of Table II. ~·The yield stress, yield load, plastic moment, 
and modulus of elasticity .are the material properties listed • 
i.en~h ~~~enderless ratios in the. X-direction are a~so .,given. 
' .. - . 
• .. _-:_.,.~-- ... ,•••-• ' ---- "'• •-- ·-" --------- ---··-· --- ..... - H••---~•_. -'•'Y ,.,••• 
~- .~-,. ·- ...... ::-· ~ -. ... . "' . .. - -- . - , ' . . .... 
For the T-series tests the values of cry include the influence 
o-f the loading rate. Since the speed of testing was not reported: 
. . -
in this test series, the yield stress value cannot be adjusted to ( 
~a static value. 'rhe static value would correspond b~tter to th~ 
strength of the_ material in the column being tested. If the static 
l ·-
yield ·stress were used, t~alpes for ay; Py, and Mp· woui~ be-
,' '\ ·-
'. ' 
slightly s~ller. ?he material properties for the A-ser·ies tests · 
t..,(' " \. -
are for a static loading rate. 
Some of.;he sectional properties were not determined and 
therefore handbook values-<161) (li)were used. . Tests t-25 and . 
T-27 were weak axis tests so the values of section modulus and 
... 
plastic modulus are given about the Y-axis. 
, ' 
~. . ,-·. -.., . 
If •• 
. ..-/ .. 
- . ___ . • . __ _. ·-•·" ; ,_,,_._,.__,.,,.,.~,-~--A••·~~-- ... _.,M·-- .• ,-, ~ n~.;c·•"'""'' ;,.r:·-• .,, •. ·•-,·,r .. '--- -~,.,. ·" ""• • ,.,·--·•- "• .•,·· ... ,. •· •· :- '-•,-·· ~·-- - ·· ·' ..,. •~ . "-' .j.·c ____ •-•'••.••-.•--.-,•P~· ... ~~,•- ---"'="- 1--=----~-. "·- • ··••.---.--
• Tal>le. lll gives the experimental r~sults. Included in~ the~ · 
?able are the axial load, axial load ratio, maximum end moment, 
•.•• o1·-I;) .,,._... .. -·.· , ..... -. •- .• .. ~i., ,., ~-~· ... _ ~., ... -,~-·-~- .......... _ -· ••. "-'-? . ? 
- ... _ -~ ... __ -·11a,r.t,lllUDt- ~men~ ratio, and the-,~tYPe of ;ailura. -·· - ' . ..... ~.,. ,, ,;,,_. - ~ In s oms of t:ks ·· ,. . -~ .. "' " .. .. " ... ... ~ .... , ~ .. ·- ~ w , , 
tests the axial load was increased to failure while the moment was 
zero or held constant. ·- .. ·-· -...... ~- .-. ..:...-..~ ... ··---~···- ,...,.,~,., :.; .. ,.,... . -
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In this chapter-the principal variables.in the testing 
program have been described and the experimental procedure used to 
investigate these variables was explained. The next chapter will . 
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Beam-colunms in continuous frames are·subjected to the ~n-
fluence· of many variables depending on. their specific_ use. these 
....•....•. ·-·.--··..-·•'---·-·. -·x...r- •·- lr.,·11.-·--.--- • ---· • -.· ~ - .. ,., ..... . • - ·- ' • • ~... .• - ••• . ;~, - ~ -- ' -._j .. ,.$ ........ :·r·-··:,--·---~--.-~ ..... ~ ..... ,,,,._.; •· "f• ., ..... ·., .. •--····· 
" ~ 
· laboratory tests have· attempted to isolate the different variables~ 
to show what effect each variable has on the behavior and the 
strength of the beam-colunmo In the following portion of this 
. report the effect of each will be examined·. " 
III. 1 THE INFLUENCE OF THE VARIABLES 
. 
(a) Moment Ratio, Axial Load Ratio,. and Slenderness Ratio 
The influence of moment, axial load, and slenderness ratio 
on the beam-column strength is shovm by the experimental inter-
action curves of Fig. 12 for loading condition "b''· . Axial load-
- --ratio P/P-y- is plo-tted vso moment ratio -Mo/Mp for slenderness ratios 
of 55 and 11}. The other loading cases follow a similar pattern. 
If the moment ratio is zero, then the member will carry its max-
imum axial lgad. As the moment ratio is increased from· zero· to;;. 
wards the maximum ratio of one, the axial load decreases towards 
zero. For all the loading cases, when the slenderness rati.o is 
~!"-."r • i..,.;.. ,_. ;. ·.·c, ·'"! t' 
incr•ased above 40, the strength of the beam-column is reduced. 
. . - . 
. . 
- - •J- -· - . - - --- ... ·-· ·---·-
· · ·· ····.· ···· ·.· ····  ·· ·····  ·· ··  · ··. ·* (bi -~atual Torsional Buckling -· -· 
~.-
.... .. . - ·- ~ . . . . . . . . . 
. , 
. Fig. ,13 shott1s the influence of latera.1-torsional .. bucltling Oil 
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. "- .. 
. ' i. . .,,,, 
I ·~ .•. 
- ·------~---~-----~------~ -·-·rotation 9A· for· ·ti\·f],eam~colWDDs-.. Both curves · are for loading case 
. 
"d" 4 WF 13 section L/r = 112 and a low axial· load ratio. Test , ' ' X . , 
···T-31 had·ncf lateral bracing whereas ·test A-7 was laterally braced.~ · 
· Twist was observed in T-31 prior to reaching ultimate strength, 
. 
' 
· /s -· ... <- • - -and"''·fatlure· occurred by lateral-torsional 'buck:ling. ·1ielo~i t·he'· pre-:···' ... .. ·····-.;,. __ .... ..., ..... -. -~~-- ~ ... _ .. ~- - -·· 
- ! 
. . . .: ~- - . -- - ~- ~ . 
-~-
- .. ____ .. ___ . ···--· .... ~_,,..:..._: --~- --· ·- .. -
..... - .. . . .. . .------ ~- -· 
t. 
·I 
dieted str-ength based on the inelastic bending theory. (7) Test 
A-7, with lateral bracing, developed its predicted strength and 
failed by excessive bending in the plane of the applied moment. 
The difference in the slopes of the curves reflects the slight dif-
ference in the axial load ratio. Fig •. 13 shows that with lateral 
.. 
bracing the strength is exceeded an4 the ~otation is adequate where-
. 
... . -~ 
'_) 
as with no support the strength is.6% below ~rediction. 
(c) Local Buckling 
The 8 WF 31 and 4 WF 13 tes·ts where failure was by bending · 
-
. 
plus local buckling show that for a rather stiff member (L/rx = 55) 
and a low axial load ratio failure will be of this type for loading 
. 
- <!. • ~ 
. 
conditions a, b, and d. ~ the slenderless ratio is increased, re-
• 
,- . . . -· - • ~- -•c,..-_ .1--,,--~.-- .,,_-_,_,, . ., .-- - ~----· .. ·-·· ., -·. -- .... , .•.• --~-_-,._,_ .... ,.~·· ... ----.~::,---· ~-- - __ .. ,._.. ------ - -·--- -.,-
duc i ng _the stiffnf!ss,. failure takes place due to lateral-torsional 
buckling. 
1 'C ill • 
..,._ ' "". • ~ •-. c· .,. • , 
Generally, the problem of· local instability o·f flange elements 
------------------·,- .. -- - -is considered not to be of major c;once~ for the presently rolled 
. . . 
·-···· -·······-····--···------ ··- ·-- - ,·--····--,·- .,... . ----·--·· 
·.· ·, .. 
. . 
IP " 
________ .... ____ ...;.. __________ ~~·L· --~·::.:·,&;<·~;·~?,Jt{ii~i.lldiiiiBfi;/~-~ •.. -~ 
( 
I 
~.... - I .. 
-21 
------~·-p\.-.., { ______ ..... .___, 
. . 
... '.r 
worst condition. Purther discussion --of '-this. effect will be found 
in Chapter IV. 
.'3--,-i, } . . 
. 
( d) Residual Stress 
Since none of the test specimens were annealed, adirec~ com-
. ii :, 
~-*-·" .,,.._ .. _ -? .. . . ' .• , ..... •.• , ... />, .... •• ·,·:-- :t.:... 
. parison of the effect of residual.Jsttess on the tes·t results cannot " y • ( ... .-
-~- be· made. 
·- --~·-·- -----·· 
. . 
From an analytical study by ICetter(l&), the residual stresses 
have a relatively larger influence on loading condition "d" than 
on condition "c" for high axial load ratios. For P/Py = 0.4, 
L/rx = 120, the reduction in moment strength is 244%, for case "c" 
. ' 
as -c:0111Pared to 33% for case "d" for an average cooling·. residual 
stress distribution on the 8 WF 31 section. If the loss in moment 
strength for L/rx = 80 is compared, the reduction is 9% for case 
"c" and 5% for case 11d". 
The M-9 curves that are plotted for the T-series tests in 
.. 
(5) the paper IIPlasti-c Deformation of Wide-Flange Beam-Columns"· 
indicate that the influence of early yielding due to residu4l 
st~esses trigger the start of failure by lateral-torsional_bucklins ~-~ 
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The 8 v1F 31 and 8 B 13 sections are compared on the 11-8 
.. 











'. '"'· ·- fi:iaf y[e1c11ns· the secti01l$ -b~h~\Ted th~ s~e. After i~itial yielding . - -·- ...... · 
<,, , 
..... 
the three times torsionally stronger 8 WF 31 sect!on continued to 
develop its strength, despite no lateral support, an·d· failed when 
the flange buckled locally • 
I 
•••.• ,, \.>:.' .-i., -:.i 
.r· · .... : . ·-
, . 
1'he torsionally weaker 8 B 13 section with later•l bracing 
exp·erienced local flange buckling, lateral-torsional buckling, and -""' 
. web buckling before failureo This column was able to develop· only 
2% more strength after initial buckl~ng coDDDenced~ 
ICe~ter and Beedle ( 3) have compared the 8 WF 31 and the 4 w,· 0 
_ 13 sections. ·_ -Nonw.dimensienal M=8 curves were plo-tted to compare 
~ tests T-4 to T-17 and T-12 to T-200 These comparisons indicated 
that the size of the member· has little influence on the "test re~ 
can have some effect. If the cooling residual stresses are not 
caf nearly the same magnitude or if the loading condition is not 
C • 
. - . .. ------
... - 1 
.-
.... .... '11. • ' • • -
"';. - • 
..., ~ ........ t. ~ • ~ ,. ' • ~ .. !"' . -
• favorable, then m~ber size· ·w111 have some influence on t.he test ., 
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. ( f) Loading Condition 
The influence of the loading condition on moment strength 
-~ 
fol: ·P/Py = 0.12 is shown in F~g. 15., Beta ~ is plotted vs. 
•. 























~s the r·atio of applied end ben~ng moments whe~~ (Mo) top_> (Mo) .. ~ - _ t 
• •··· .... - ... . . ......................................... ······ .. . .. . ' .- •· ........•.
.................... ·.-- .. :· ··:· ...... ·. :,.- ·. . ....... •·" . . .. . .............. ,. ·-·· =··-··--:· "'."·;--···-------·-··· ··--:· ~---
' 
bottom. The experimental curves generally show a reduction in 
strength from loading case "c", "d", "b", to "a II in this order. 
... 
· This lt1ould indicate the variation in s·tiffuesses of the, loading ~.-
'" 
conditions. Fig. 15 also shows that loading condition 'ib 91 and 
''d" yield roughly the same strength for this low axial load ratio. 
For higher axial load ratios with L/rx = 55, loading case "b" 
and "d" still maintai11. t~eir relative strengths.· When the slender-
ness ratio is increased from 55 to 111, the- column strength is .. 
reduced considerably for all the loading conditions. 
-The- in£luence of each variable -on the teat- reau-lts--haa 
been discussed. Since the beam-columns have been tested to fail-,,. 
ure., the various modes of failure will be discussed next. 
d,.~·:.,;·., •. _.:,-~ .l , .... :.;., ___ ·~·; •.• ··-- .-.,.··.·· ·- '-" .-,,.,, .. ,.,.," 
- . •.. . . ,,,,.-:1-:-.~,-.,;~--. -··-· •.. ':' ·--·-·· ... .,.···· --·-·· . .......:..- ··-.....--:- ------ _____ _:,...:._.;... --.--=- ., .. ~,: ·-·-·;"~_...,_,_···-·· -
' . . 
Jll.,2. FAILURE. CRI'l'ERION 
(a) De-J~inition of Failure .. .. '· 
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\. maximum· moment.~ is reached and the columt1 starts to unload. In Fig • 
. 
(, 16, points D and F will be defined as the failure criterion for 
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· · · " Curve-A B c·-:r G describes the exp·ected ~story of the column 
when failure~~takes place by excessive bending in the plane of ap-
- -pli;ed moments. Fail~re "tvould .o<;c·ur at -point F ~s defined above. 
rhis·type of failure for ~Jide-flange columns can be expected only 
if bending is about the weak axis or if adequate lateral bracing 
is provided to prevent lateral-torsional buckling· when bending is 
\ 
-
about the st_rong axis. 
- -- _,. -- - ·----- -+. V . - - . --~ .. . . -~- -·--·· --····-'"-~· ,- ·- - ........ -------·--- -
... -~, 
Lateral-torsional buckling failure is represented by curve 
A B C D E in Fig. 16. At point C, the coluDbl starts to twist and 
deflect laterally -and at point D failure will oceur. The eolumn -
will not be able to reach point F with this type of failure. 
(b) Hodes of Failure 
.. - ...... ~ ... ---- -··· -~-~- :· -··.-~ 
", '.?' 
!here are three modes o-f failure for these beaa ... col1mm. ex- · 
periments, 
1. ~eessive bending in the ·plane cf_ the applted' 110lllfdt8. ,4. .,. ·-· ~ ..... 
'' ... . ,- . 
2. Excessive bending in the plane of the applied moaeat• 
- - --
... ··-- ··-· - . - -- -- - --~-----, ...... - . ----- -
-
............. _.., .. _.. ::·, .- -~- .. -: ... -·--- ·--· - --- -----
---- - --- -- -- tilt.is --local -buckling • 
·- ---------~ -· -
... --~·-:i--- ----~ .... ,~ - ~ 
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, . 
.... .. . 
..r-_,,:; 
.- .. 5:' (. Failure by lateral-torsional buc~ling was predominant in 
. . .~ ,, 
, the T-series tests t·Jl1ere no lateral support i·Jas p:rovidedo In the ,, 
' 
.... 
A-series tests:, ·where latei:al suppor~ 't-Ja.s provided, failure was 
by excessive bending in the plan~ of the applied,, moments td th the 
- - -- . .-· ~ . r . . 
,• . ~ ' . 






ure for each test. ... 
Figure 9 shows a typical coluDDl ~ailure by lateral-torsional 
buckling. A typical A-series test is shown in Fig. 10 where fail-
·- ure was by excessive bending in the plane of the applied moments. 
Figure 11 s
1
hows a column where failure occurred by lateral-
torsional buckling plus local ·'buckling. 
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IV.COM.Pi1RIS0~1 OF THE TEST 
" 
__ llBSULTS WITH INELASTIC THEOllY 




c------------~--- _ _ In this chapter the t~st r~s~lts .will be compared with the · -~i 
--· . ~ . ,:)' ~ - ·- -- ~~ - - • . ' - -- ·- k ~~~--~·--< 
a.. :· .r -" __ . ,__ _,·. 1,!i~t1~ 'co:lumn t~eori7>_Where failure i~- ~ssumed by bending, l 
• ,f,. .- .,· ,, . ~ - ' " ~. . ......... - .. . .. -·· - .•. ,_.~ c·a· )· ··--· ----·----------~ ....... , ........ · .. -- . ·-·- ........ _____ ·,--- .. t 
( 
..... • . ·.1 .. " ;;. 
'II_ 
---·- . ~ .. -•'.:.··.. ~--, ~·· ... . --- ..• 
and with the lateral-torsional buckling theory. · · J 
.J 
The bending theory(7) assumes that· failure is due to excessive 
--bending in the plane of the applied moments which would be the 
plane of the web in the experi~ts described here. 'lhe influence 
of cooling residual stresses is included in the theory for a 
typical symmetric.al pattern of residual stress. nte maximum 
assumed" co,npressive residual stress «-re equals Q..3 cry~ (S) ,(l8) . 
Interaction curves relating the axial thrust, applied end bending 
moments, _and slenderness ratios were developed. The curves apply 
spee-i-fiGally to the 8 WF 31 section and to A.S'JH A7 st~el -ld.t4 
· · B • 30 ,000 ,000 psi and \\ y = 33,000 psi. In order to compare 
the test res·ults. with the theory where th.a "material has a yield· 
point pther than 33,00.0 psi_, ____ the ____ s_lend..erness __ !~~iQ~---~~-~--~~!i,_~•-- -J · , .. -~ 
'lhis adjustment is made using the following equation: 
(L/r)33 == (L/r) '1 * Ar -~3__.,~00' • In this equation(ty* is tU 
- . y - \I ff,, 
- ·--., .... .. ., 
yield point stress in pounds per square inch of the test c:olw. 
material • 
....... •-, .. ·---~,:._ ______ :..__:_ --· -
than Qther rolled WF column sections, the interaction curves will· 
..... 
. -- - _ .. , . 
- . '••--:-. ·-·-··. -,.-.. ····,---··-·--·····-· -·,, .. _.,_, ___ .. __ .,_, _______ _ 
. , -• - ., ... ···-·--·-·. ·--=-·:.: .. ~·:=-~~~-} :2:~;, .... : .· :~-- :L~~:::::)L-~:~-'.·_:_ _~ ~ .. 















. at least equal or be conservative for these other sections • 
., 
A th~ry for the ·solution of the inelastic lateral-torsional 
buckling of rolled. wide-flange beam-co~umn.s for loading con.~tion 
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' 
Since the tna.Ximum load ·(point .D) is only slightly above point C, 
... , the inception of lateral-torsional buckling was considered the 
··.·· ,boundary of usefulness of the column. The end moment·s in this 
. case are applied in the plane of the strong axiso An assumed 
. . 
typical residual stress pattern with (J re "'0.3{y is~ includ~dsS),(18) 
,. 
Interaction curves between the axial load, the end bending moment, 
and.the slenderness ratio are given for the 8 WF 31 section and 
oth,rs. Again the slenderness ratios of the test results have· ;, -~ 
to be adjusted in order to be compared with the interaction. curves 
base-d ·on q-· Y = 3·3 ,OOO psi. 
J:n 1:able IV,, the experilDSD.tal s.t:r.ength is compared· to· that· 
predicted by the above mentioned theol91es. Compariso!,I~. -~~- made__ . ________ ---····-·--· .. __ _,_ ..... ,.---··· ,_ -······· 
- ... ~~--·~, ....... ,., ... ------...- ......... ,. ... o-----····t 
for all the eccentrically loaded beam-col,mms. 
). ' .... ' . 
-· JV. l OOIPARISON um THI BINDING THEORY 
. 
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~fl..(ii11g case tiau is tbe stiffest loading condition because 
..... H .......... ,.--··•••-••H-•0M•h•M"H""••• 
~ r . 
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'-... '... I', ~ 'a. ' . ' 
the column is bent.in double curvature. 
' 
tested under this condition of loading. 
-28 
Three beam-columns·were 
The·results of tests 
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!hes e tests behave~ considerably better than the. ·theory had pre-
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Teat T-llt, had a low slenderness ratio of 55 with P/Py .• 0.23. 
!he 111DD1ent streng_th fell 6% below the predicted bending theory 
and failed:. by bending plus local buckling. There was considerable 
difficulty in completing thfs~test due to the high lateral forces 
developed from this loading condition which may have caused the 
reduced s treqgth. ~ 
For test_s T-29 and T-30, the axial load ratio w,s maintained 
at 0.12 while slenderness ratio "tias increased to 84 and 112, thus 
decz:easing the, rigidity. Strength was developed with respect to' 
the bending theory in spite of failure by lateral ... torsional buck-
·ling. · 
·."'/. 
(b) Loading Condition ''b" 
S~~ce theoretical interactio~ curves nave not been cc,mpl•te4 
for this loading case, theoretical curves for ~ = -0. S have been 
- . 
· · · for cas·e ''bu hav·e -been based on this approximation al'so •. 
,_ n. .. 
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. Figure. 12 shows the experimental interactt·on curves for ~ --.., z~;l 
" 
slenderness ratios of 55 and 111, and in Fige 18 the test points 





points are represented .. by a 0 for L/rx = 55 and by a & for 
. . 
. ' 
... -~ .•..•... ·• ·-- -- . "4-1, .... , .. ··---··. - -········ • .. • . •· .•.. ,. • "" - -·- ._, • -- ~- , ......... ,_ - • • ~ " .... -•--•••••·v•-~ _ .. ,_.,-~•w•·~-·--·- ', .. 
·;<t." •• .,, ' . -
; " 
The comparison of the theory and the mode of failure will 
be discussed for L/rx = 550 At low axial load ratios of 0.12, 
the 8 iW 31 section developed its strengt:11 and failed by bending 
plus local buckling. The comparable 4 WF 13 section also faitcac1. 
by bending plus local bucking, but fell 12% below the bending 
theory predic~ion for~ = -0.5. Sinc-e the 4 WF 13 section should 
,.;f.>e able to develop more relative strength than the 8 WF 31 because 
l. 
of its larger shape factor, the result is contradictory. When the 
'•. 
slenderness ratio is increased to 111 failure was by lateral-
t:-.:::-. 
torsional ·buckling for· the 4 W'F 13 with low axial load·s. the 
strength was 9-141 below predictions by the beoding theory. 
As the axial load is increased the mode of failur~ change~ · 
from bending to lateral-torsional buckling for L/rx = 55. The 
4 WF 31 section showed as 111Uch as 37% .re.ductiQn :Ln s .. t;reagth whea. 
failure· was by bending for higher a.""tial load. Where failure was 
by lateral-torsional b~ckling both the 8 WF 31 and 4 WP 13 sho,e.4 
. -
' • ,-·· p 
·-- --~ - --· --- - . . .. - , .. --· ·~· ... -; -- - - -·-·--··- ·-·-····· ... -..--····- ........ _, ---·-~··
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. . .'r. _. (c) ·Loading Condition "c" 
This loading condition is the weakest condition ·of loading. 
. ~ . 
'l'~lure for this condition was. always by lateral-torsional buckl~ng 
.. ~ for all slenderness ratios and' :axial load ratios inv~tigated • 
' ~ 
·. ~· ~ 
-30 
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. ~ Fig. 19 shows a comparison of the test results lf).th~t_he · 
'\ 
- ' 
hltlding theory ·for case "c". All the test results fell below the 
-t.:) 
predicted values with variations of .... 4% to -18%. These comparisc.,1111· 
are for a low axial- load ratio of 0.12 and a range of slenderness 
ratios from 28 -to 112 for both 4 WF 13 and 8 WF 31 s.ections. 
Test T-8 was not compared since ~ent was applied first 
and held constant while -iaxial load was increased to failure. For . .. 4 ,, . . 
0 
the given mome~t·' ratio, :t·he columrr failed to. develop its axial load 
strength by 7% with failure by lateral-torsional buckling. Test 
T-27 was a weak axis test where bending was ~bQ~t the. w_eak axis. 
. • -<::-· 
--- --
,:he test results were 54% below the predicted bending theory value. 
:,ailure was by bendina. I. 
- t· . 
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(ct) . ' Loading Condition "d11 
, 
r 
Fiv~ of the T-series tests and all 'of the A-series tests u&ed · -
• • .-... '· .... I .. ~,.. .. ·~· ..... _........ . ........... ..................... .... .... ·-··-· ...... ...... ... , ... ... .......... 
... .. .. .. • >!I• 
ihis loading condition. Both 4 WF 13 and 8 WF 31 sectio~5 w~re -
"!/!'It- •' ,, ,, ·-
teatedo The axial load ratio for the T-series tests was kept be-
I 
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The range of axial load r•tio for the A-series. tests with lateral. 
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curves of· Figso_ 21 and 22 for L/rx = 55 and 111 respectively. All the . i 
. ' I 
I . • • \, . . . • " • i 
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· · theore~-~,Cal eredictions, except one 'f-serfes te~t which ~e-li 101 · :; - - ---1 
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As the slenderness ratio was increased. froa 20 to- 112 for the 
'!•series tests, modes of failure· changed from ben~ng to bending 
plus local_ buckling to lateral-=-tor.sional buckling; ·Lateral-torsional 
buckling was experienced for two 4 WF 13 sections with L/r = 84 and 
. . X 
112. 
Die purpose of the lateral bracing in tile A-s.eries tests was 
I'· 
-
to prevent lateral-tc;,rsional buckling. 'lite spacing of the bracing 
proved to be adequate for all the 4 WF 13 and 8 WF 31 sections 
· test-eel whHe failura-was .by bending~ --· ··- ·-· - .. ··-- ---:--, .... ,~ - -
Also three 8 B 13 sections were tes·ted with lateral bracing 
and L/rx = 52. ibis section has a relatively smaller lateral-
r.., , 
torsional buckling stiffness' thau the other .. ,iiections •..... For."a· low~-,·= 
axial load ratio of 0.12, failure '°1as by bending. As the axial 
,- -~ ---·-------------"=· --~---
• • • • • ' ••• .,. • ,. " • J; ~ . • .. ,• " p ! ... . t ;• .' :,, ·~ 't ;,. , . 
lQad ratio was increas:d to 0.16, :..he·l~de of fail.ure ~~s lateral-
....... •': ,, 
., .. ,.. .... - •. 
torsional buckling between the lateral supports. Then with P/Py • 
0.30t the· failure· mode Ws local buckling plqs Iater·a1-~orsiona~ 
-
buckling. These tests showed that the beam-colUJJD1 must have a 
, .. /' 
,.._,_ __ 
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- -~ 
l 
required amount of. lat-eral-torsional buckling stiffness if this type· 
of failure is to be prevented even with lateral .bracing. 
- .,. . 
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:P 
Ii ~ 
were compared with the bending theory. 'fhe theory was unconserva~ -
tive by ~~ _much as 18% since failure was not by bending but by_ 
lateral-torsional bucklingo Using the lateral-torsional buckling 
theory of Refe 8 the same.tests are again compared. This time, 
the correlation is very goo~ as shown in Fig. 20. Here the test 
. - -
. //, -
points are plotted on the bucklin.g t\1.eory curve _for P /Py =. 0 .12 ,: . 
and for the 8 WF 31 and- 4 WF 13 sections. 
only 41 unconservative. 
., 
!he buckling theory is 
Q, .. 
. -·~ \f _ . 
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_ V. C O it P A R I S O N O F T Ii E .T E S T 
f"'-·-
Jl E S UL TS W I T H E MP I R I CAL· E Q U A T I O N S. 
: ·.• .• .. 
./ . I ·-· 
' . . ... . 
I -1..-............. ~·-""""~·· 
• - - - • - - . ' (. -· - ..:.i 
... . . !he in:cll!s.ion ·of ~traigh~~lin«! interaction formulas ·-in speci- • 
. . : ~-" 
• t - • 
... _.: ______ , ______ .. __ ••. _ .. , ___ •• : __ ·--. - ~,..-.--.~.::. ' -:-,- _,.,.. ____ ,: __ - . - '_·_: _ ~ .... ··-----··.- ·- ·--- ··-- . - . - - • - ·-· - - -- ,. --- . . .. - - - . - - ._ ... . -· ,:. - . . -· - . . •.• ·• -· ·-· .. . . - .. - -..i. ~.: '. . . . • . . - ••. : .,-··. - . - ... ,.... . . •- ......... : ..... ·- ~---- -· ...... :. --' ....... : ...... _' ____ :. ___ ;~~-:.: •••. -.~----:- .. --: :---
. . _· · .. · ·· · · ~ ·, fications for· eccentrically loaded columns · is due to their simplic- - · · . -
• • 4 .. • .- «Pt, ;' ;~) "' r - "..( • 
':\, 
ity, convenience, and .wide scope of application. 
___ ,,,__ 
"----"'-The AISC..,. In t'er.;.--
action Equation is such a formula. Another such formula is the 
_proposed CRC Int·eraction Equation, which is also appliable to 
loacliug case "a'' and ''d". 
Since the AISC Equation is used by designers and the CI.C 
' 
. Bquation has been recoamnended .for use, it will be worthwhi-1~ ~o 
r 
compare these equations with the test results • 
... ·• .. ~ 




.. -- ·-·-·-- -·-·· .,. --·· - . - ~--------·-·-~-- ---·-·· --<"--~---·-··----
For comparison with the test results, the form of the AISC 
Equation has· been changed from ~t-~ usual form into .t.erma ~f u.l~. 
. -· ·• . . . . 
~-- .. 
. timate strength • 
. -,------y ..... .,. '"'~----· ---..-..,. .... ~-.-.--~ .. -~:~ ~..:...~~ V-~~= .. ~----v,}~-·~-•'"'··---··-~---·-·· ............. ~ . . --------..---- .. ·,---=~ '7'_.-.. -.-·--·---···--




· ., ....... · • ~ .. " .• interaction ··equa:tiori.·~~ ~ .. ,or the·· 1ow ··axial load. ··ratios the inter~· ..... '\ ~"' 
- . 
... - .1, .... • 
-----
-.ction equation is slightly unconservative with the P~ximum de-
__ __ . _ . , ._ viation being 9%. 
p• .... ~._,.,_ •• - -- .. ,__: __ P•p "• -·---•'• .. OHO•o'"· ,,...,~,_,;. '••-• ,.i,.o,o-',--=-•O'••--•----- ·-•-•~•• •,-•• • • • •' ••. • O· •• ., '• ·• " • 
TJ:t~~~ p(liA_~~. <;~Y~~ ·~-- !~&~ 01: -~ien'=1e;11~s.~,--!.~ti9, · 
. ' . . . . . . . . •. . . ·<- --··- •. ',.J 
predictions of the nexact" buckling theory ·where tl1e theory is 
;. . . 
_ slightly conservative with respect to the test points. 
I -
. ' 
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V. 2 . CO~!PARISON _lilTH THE CRC INTERACTION· EQUATION 
The qRC Interaction Equation has been proposed as a replace-
.. .,.,,....._ .. 
- . -~ 
I . . . ... . ' .. 
:aent for the cur,:ently used AISC Interaction Equation. I 
I 
-- ! 
-------------- -- ----- ----------·- ---· ------;: I 
... 
. ':.ti 
I~ Fig. 24, the interaction curves are pl0-~ted for loading 
,_ 
. -- --~-~···;·~ -- ··:-- . -:. ·• .-·· ...... ··---··: .,...,_~--.-,,;~'e"", ··~·-''d-11;·. --an~r ........ -, ~~- ' 
·- ,., ~ 
• ·,. f •• ••. C. - • ' *'··· ....... ··-···-- --- . -:"- ...... -- •'-··"--- ·- ·--~·-· - --~--- ·- .. 
) ~ . .. 
,· 
- -~ - - .. ::· .. , -- -·. ·-
!he ·basic equation in teims of ultimate·. strength is 
P + Meq. = 1. 
Po . J\, (1 - P ) 
)\ Pel 
, 0 is the collapse _load for the column centrally loaded for buck-
ling in the unrestrained plane. P8 1 is_the Euler- elastic buckling 
... ~ ; 
load in the strong plane. .Die equivalent. uniform moment. ·values 
Meq. are given in Ref. 19. For ·case "c", Meq. = l."O lfo. For case 
' . 
. '\t" i Meq. = o. 548 Mc,. For case ·"a", Meq. = 0.447 Mo• ·· Using these 
.. 
<values, the curves are plotted where 1.0 on the abscissa equals 
Mo 
------· Hp (1 - p ) 
Pel 
ibe abscissa coordinate for curves "d" and "a" 
ue thtm ~~S48 and 0.-44-7· re,p•~~inly of the Ho value. 
I.\, (1 - p ) 
Pel 
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.... t ...... ___ .. • • ,- . loading case ''c", ... ~he.~ in~f!l'.'~~,~q ·c:vff• 9Vereatiaates tlul 
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. 
~-:"'11''·"",;. ••. 
s:~ength of the colum for all the test results plotted with the 
···· ---~· _..·... ··--·· -- --_- ~..-Xi~ ,devi,·a~ion"·_b~~~ 9%. ,~~For·-~he ·_loading~ c~s~. lfdU --~ng .~t~tt, · _ 
the interaction -curves quite conservatively estimate the col•.-i 
-~· s·trength. Slenderness ratios were varied from 28 to 112. 
• 
J 
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Full size rolled wide-flange·beam~columns have been tested to 
determine 1:heir bel1avior under the influence of s-everal variables 
.,, 
....... . ,,,- - . .. .. 
' ,· 
~ .. " 
/:-., -• .' ... _.·,.-.--. ____ · .. f~un:4 -~·n a. fQµti_nu9g~ fra.lUe.~ ·The~principal. vat.iabl:es. inv.e.i:itigate4 .. 
• ..- • • • ..;>. • •• ~ - • • 
• '. • 
..•..•• ; ·: •; :·:: • •• ,. ·.,.·· •. ··_;' i , •• - • _. •• 
, 
. are: axial load ratio, member size, slenderness ratio, and loading 
condition. The test results have been compared to ultimate strength 
theories and to empir-ical interaction equations. The following 
· conclusions have been drawn with respect to the variables and to 
strength predictions. 
~ 
Signi.ficance of the variables on coluDDi" strength:~ ( 1, 
' ··,;. ~. . 
·'-- ... __.. . .. - _.;. - . -- - - ~ •-
'v 
1. The influence of axial load?ratio,~moment rat~o, and 
slenderness ratio are shown typically in Fig. 18 for 
v·· 
case "b". As the moment ratio is increased from zero 
to one, the axial loaa·aec:reases from one to zero. 
The increase·in slenderness ratio reduces the colu111 
strength. 
<' 
2. '1'he loading conditions possess different stiffnesses 




variation in slenderness ratio is small.compared tQ 
-· ..:• . 
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:3. Member size has no effect in the elastic range. In the 
inelastic range variations.in cooling residual stresses 




the strength of the ·column. 'v., S_~e Fig. 14;· 
I 
fluence the column strength by as much as 33_%. The in-
. ) 
fluence is more severe on loading condition "d" than 
condition "c". 
• 
5. !be influence of local buckling on the col1J1111 strength. 
cannot rbe;Jcoricluded for the few failures of this type. 
..-3) • . ~ 
6. 
Generally it is considered not to be of major concern 
. \ 
for the presently rolled wide-flange shapes. 
Lateral-torsional buckling influence on strength is 




experiments for case "c" loading, it reduced the strm-.g~h · 
. . .... 
:--··. ;-.: :·r:,.;·• •·•• by as- much as 181.-
... . ·- • ' .:. ~•.- ·---/ ,-.. ···-··-·:-.• .,._ ..• ,,,.,~"' ··-··· ,. '-"·'""'"'-"""""·' ........ ==--·:..,,-. ' . • .... ""' • .,.,_. ... .,--.- -c.-,_ .... - -- .• - . . - . . - -- . • •• - ..... - . . - • -· 
I.,, • \ • - ···-
·. ---- ... -
Test results compared wi:th strength predictions: 
1. Bending Theory: . The test results compare very good with 
'iP.:PM _,......_ 
. "' 
/ ,· ' 
dispite some failures by lateral-torsional buckling. for 
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Beta • -o. 5 as an approximatec comparison- for case ''b", 
. ~- ,.: ... 
'Q 
I . 
_j . I 
-37 
·the .correlation is generally not. good. Deviations were as 
· much as 37% from the approximate theory. 
- . 
.. 
2. Inelastic Lateral-Torsional Buckling 'theory: The cor·- .. .• ,I 
.""'· 
----~ -- - -- ----. 
... ,- . . 
'·. 
relation witli ttie test results "for loading case "c" ·was 









3. AISC l~teraction lfluation: ror the appliable tests which 
had low axial load ratios, the test results fell below 
predicted values by as nmch as 9'1. Generally the cor-
relation was fair. 
4. CIC Interaction Equation: Loading case "c" test results 
were as much as 9% below the prediction. For this case 
the correlation was 'no better than the AISC ,~quation • 
When the CRC equation is applied to case "a" and "d" the 
interaction curves are very conservative. 
Also some general conclusions ·can be made and future areas of in-
vestigation outlined: 
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1. The spacing of the bracing in the A-series tests according 
to the provisions of the Commentary was quit·e aqgquate for 
-~ .. :· .. --~ .. preveu.ti11g later-al-torsional buckling. 
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.,., ....... ,.J .............. .c .••••. ,.,, 
theories- need t~ be ~ompleted for loading condition ''b" • .,., 
4. 
'... ·- ~: 
Biaxial bending and sidesway need to be· inve·stigated in 
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VII. R O M I N C L A T U ,R .B .·• ..... 
) ' ~ 




Young's -modulus .of_ elasticity 
. ' ·, . 






• Length of c~lumn b~tween b~e "Plates ·. 
• Slenderness ratio 
(L/r) ay* = Strong axis slenderness ratio of actual teat cob.am 







Weak axis slenderness ratio 
Strong axis slenderness ratio,· adjusted for a 
yield stress other than 33 ksi 
11 • Moment· 
Haq. 
11c, 
•,_ .. ~ ._.. . . . ·- ' . 
.,., 
Holl\, 
Equivalent end bending moment applied to the col11J111 
' ' 
' 
• Applied end bending mome~t 
• Full plastic moment of a cross-section 
• Hon-dimensionalized critical end moment 
P = Axial force applied to the colunm. 
:,0 • Collapse load for the column centrally loadtt.d fo'° 
buckling in the unrestrained plane 
• Aay = A.xial force causing unifera·yteldta1 ef 
<t'" 
' .., ... " • ,. " • "' " ......... ~ ".'. " ... II' • " .j• -~ ,";, • • ·--:-· ~-- ... . •· 
the whole eross=section 
..... ~·---··, ... : -.. : ..... ·.--·- ··-- ·------·--··· . --- -
·,--·· ~--·--· : .. - .,,-·----~-- - - -·------.!e ~- -· ·-----"· . .......-..-, -·--·-· ····-·--. -----------
·- . 
-- ----· -~-- ~ 
'B/B 
. ' _.. . . . =.. -~ y 
. - .. ~-,·.--1- --4,-~----:a.- ---0----~- . # !!;..---- - ... ---=------
• . Non-dimensionalized a.~ial forc_e· 
- ·-.. - . - . . ,. . . ,__ . 
•. ·-··· ••• ,... - ·"- t , .: ..,, ! • ,.;.,._, ,,.~s._: ~~..,.,.~ -
•,: ; 
1z • Strong axis section modulus 
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• Depth of the section 
e • Eccentricity 
--
f • 2/S, the shape factor 
. . 
·.·.~· 
. • -~. 




··-· -· ~: ··. -·- ..... _,, .. --~ 





Radius of gyrat~on about the x-axiL 
• Web thickness 
. 
Beta t • Ratio of (Mo)top to (Mo)bottom where 
(Ho>top) (Mo)bottom 
• Maximum compressive residual stress 
, . 
ay • Yield stress 
-
Yield stress other than 33 ksi 
. . . 
8 r • End rotation 
' 
• End rotatiQn at 1B011181lt ead 
. . -~ .. : • ·.: .i. .. •-•• 
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- ~ P/p I L/r Loadi11g ~te·mber· I (' I r I Siai;e Te.st y I. Case i: 
:t 
! I: i ,ii , .. ,a }}lo Q ' ... 
.4. 8 I 8 J ,. I I. I ;! ----- V -- ( [ 
'I 
-· 
I. t~w tiF _;tiJF n ., ",I. :! \) 
012 030 e 50 060 ~67 .83 
,, 














1 ,. [ 
............ 
:) 
'1 ' .:, 
·, 
i T-1 I y! i }~ X X l 
, I ~ .. ' T-2 ;g: X J{ '· Jt 
T-3 1 :, X ' X l{ 
"I T~4 "'~ X X xj . ,::.. ·. ; . . . ,!f ,· < . -! ' T--5: .. , . .• . -::, ·~ -· 
-x .. -- J{ X ' - - .. . - - '=: -· . ·ii;-'·· ··-I A'-' 
: " ' . '1 T-6 X J{ ~t ji z: 1: 
·-· 
I ~~ 
- ~---- ---=·-~---!;, --
- ... --.,., 
T-7 ·, X X :?t \ ~, 
T-8 * X X :I, it f 
T-9 I X ]{ l{. /' j{ 
T-10 f 
, 
X lC X X 
T-11 
* 
X X JC I T-12 "!;,,l" X X JC "'~ 
T-13 }~ X J{ ~ X I \ -t I 
X ·1 T-14 : !) ' X X X '/ 1,' j 
T-15 . 
* 
X X X I 
' T~l6 J[ X I" ·x X 1 
T-17 J, X X X i T-18 [ * X X i X ; J 
JC! T-19 zt X l-C T-20 t. I { X X X :t 
! ., I T-21 X X. C' lt / X ~ l ~ ..., !:. T-22 
* X 
..,,, X :i X ""3 ;1,; 
T-23 X X X i X I 
', I 
T-24 X X lt 1) X 
T-25 ~:: I I X I Jt X -




j( X ! X 
d T-28 
* 
X X X 
---- )'J T-29 .. ' X X X !. X 
' T-30 J( X X 'i X ! ,;\· :-1 
i 
-
-f-31- Jt ~ - . .... ... X ' ,, X X 
T-32 X it "I'"" A J( 
A-1 X X .. .,. ,n, X i 
A-2 I 
_ __,, . 
I * i H i :iC I° 
... r· I m xJ ij I 
·~I I i I I I I I I .,., .. J I.... R ihl ·A-3 I X l II 'f. • .. .. ~ . i I :r-··" i --·~, ' I u w at , I I ... - ... A-4 X I i~ i I xi I A-5 X I I I X ' I I :I ~ I J A-6 X I' X I y i -· 9 t a• ~-i,;..--7 ; ; '·"'·. . II B .. JI; .. X -- . I I ·x r:1 .11 ·· l{· I: . I - I A ... s· - xi ' X I I - - £11, A ·- A-9 X X X X A-10 X 11 X X X n I --· ···-- - . ' .. 
I 
1' 
-·- ~ . .. -
.. 
. . . . . . 
-* Variable, Maximum ·Ratio Given \ . 
· MQ'JE: The case 18e" axial load tests ·(with, the ex_ception ~•f ~~28) , 
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____ ,,. ·-·-·------------.----- ···-··--- -- -·--·--- ._. ' - --· . 
.. ,.., -· -- ':_·',,...... __ · ___ .. - _. 
... ,--- . ( ;..:; 
' ·:,---;-~·- .. ----- -_ 'r . • 
TABLE 11 · CR0SS-S.ECTI.ON PROPERTIES 
} . 
!est 
No •.. Section 
A 
,sq. ine 
·t-1 · 8 WF 3l .9.17 
~~-2.. 8 WF 40 11.69 
·. !~3- , 8 WF 31 -9.10 .. 
i-4 8 WF 31 ~ 9.21 
· · ·· T-5 8 WF 31 9.12*. 
S'1'.'" ~~ ~~ ~ 




27. 7 30.8 3. 50 .~ 
35.4 39. 7. 3.;54 
. 27.0 30.-3 3.46 







. \ -. 
·- ----· - ·: ---~:.· - ''---·,.,. -··- -f-.:6 t 4 WF. 13 3. 73 2-:7 ,.._4~ _ .,·----~~o-~-4~, ·_ ........ 3~_4_,~~:. 5. 3 5 6. 13· · . 1. 72 
5.5~ 6.34 1.73 
2o01* 
. . - ··-- .......... --· . . .. i~ ···-· ··-·-· ·--·-·----. e,- .. ,-------- ·-·--'--·-"-'-· 
lo OJ 
::-·····? .. ·-·,: .. 
T.-7 4 WF 13 3.82' 
T-8 8 WF 31 9.16 
... 
'l-9 4 WF 13 - 3. 72 
T-10- 4 WF 13 3. 76 
- T-11 8 WF 31 9.23 
T-12 8 WF 31 9.21 
T-13 8 WF 31 9.26 
T-14 8 WF 31 9.13 
'l-15 8 WF 31 9 :16 
T-16 8 WF 31 .9,14. 
T-17 4 WF 13 3.94 
T-18 8 WF 31 9.38 
T-19 8 WF 31 9.32 
' 
'f-20 4 WF 13 3.99 
T-21 4 WF --13 4.02 
T-22 4 WF 13 3.92 
T-23 4 WF 13 4.09 
T-24 4 WF 13 4.05 ., 
?-25 8 WF 31 9.22 
T-26 4 WF 13 3.82* 
T•27.. .. . 8 WF 31 8.97 
T-28 4 WF 13 3.82* 
2 7. 6 30 • 6 , - 3 •· 49 
5.37 6.15 1.73 
5.42 6~20 1. 73 
27.8 30.8 3.48 
27. 7 30 • .7 3.48 
28.0 31.0 3.50 
27 .• 4 30.2 3.48 
27.6 30.6 3.49 ~ 
27.6 30.6 3.49 
5.65 6.49 1.72 
28.2 31.2 3.48 
28.1 31.2 3.49 
5.62 6.55 .1.71 
5.74 6.51 1.72 
5.62 6.45 1.72 
5.90 6.68 1.73 
5.87 6.65 le74 
,9 ._2*y 13. 86*y 3 0 4 71:t 
5.45* 6.3* 1.12 
~ 






T-29 4 WF 13 3.S,i,t_. 
























T-31 4 WF 13 3.82* 5.45* 6.3* 1.72* 
1.72* 
0.9,9* 







~ .. ~6 
.A .. 7 
-.·-~,-~."-.-.,,-~·: ... / '. · A-8 




4 WF 1.3 3;86 S.54 6.36 1. 72 1.04 
8 WF 31 9.15 27.5 30.5 3.48 2~01 
8 WF 31 9.17 21.6 30.6 3.48 2.01 
. ~ .. 8 ~;WF- )]. ' ' .. k. ~. 9~---tQ~ ~-~ .. ~ •. ~ -~ 21~~44 .. . -~ •. -~ ~ .... JJI ~ 3 .. ~ .. : .. '. 3·~ Mf .. _,_-~·• i·~l)l.-
. 4 WF 13 3.87 5.56 6.38 1. 73 1·.04 
4 WF 13 3.87 . 5.54 6.36 1. 72 1.03 
4 W.F 13 3. 79 5~44 6.23 1. 71 . l.04 
- - - .... - -- . . . ·. . .... 
·,8 B 13- , - 3.96. · . 10.4 · · 11 •. 9· . 3.24 . 0.85 
.. • ,I,. •. ~-- ~ -·------~ ~- ·- • .. _ ...... .- ____ .,,.....:.._~---· .• ...;. __ ..:_ _____ ........ ·-:=--.. -__;,,,:_-~.: ·4·,.-'' • 
.. 8 B. 13 . . 4.13 , · 10.9 . 12.S · 3 ·24 
- - .- . . ~. --• - -- . . -·-·· -· - .. ·-
-
0.87 
· 8 B 13 4. 0 l 10.5 . 12.1 3.24 0.85 
* Bandbood values 
y About the_ weak ~~, 
\. ··. 
,;. 
i,-···-~- , . 
_ _ii,, .. _..---- ' 
. . . ~ - . . 
.. 
. ' 
.. .• ; 
- ............ ··-- :., . .: - -- -- ·------ : . 
-- :_-'--- - ·- -•~·.---:;--··-. ---c-~ ; -
. . . - ..... ,~ ... 
Test 
•-·---~.---.----v·-• ...... • 
-No. 
,. T-1 
" I I.. 
· 1:-2-, 


















































































































1226 ··~ ,,.p 
j . E 
ksi X lQJ 
29.9 
28.3 
























553*y ' ' 29.9 
249* 29~2 
553*y ,. 29.9 
249* 29.2 
249* 29.2 

































144 •. 0 
192.0 
192.0 · 
LI I ! 
r 




. C ' 
..J . 
--- --· -. 
-- --~---,..--
55. 5 - . • 
55~2 .. 
· ·~ ---.55~-3 -~---_-'· ... :-,, ___ -----. · ···-·::-~·:--~. 

























-• -- - .. -r· -- •r"·-·•·-•'-•-•·· •- -'-··-•·•-r• · 






-· ~~-~_,_:~-------~---~-:_--·····-~'1~32 - 39.S 150.9* 249* · .. -.. · -· ... -·-··· ---,~f, .•. 2- , .. - ---1-9-2-.-(l ...... .. --ll-1.--6- -· - -~----~:. _____ -. ____ ...:::..-=-.. - _:· __l 









[: __ . 
;,-
,_... . 
4-1 37. 7 146 
A-2 36.8· 337 
~-3 36.-8 338 
.... -:-· ;;,,· · ..,v.A~4 36·.·a ~·~ -~~-.. ~-3-l-S 
A-5 3S.o 136 
A-6 35.0 136 
. _ 4-7 . 35~0 U3 . 
240 28.5 





,,!r ·-~ 1115 · 30-.6 _. .. ··192.0 
223 29.4 191.9 
223 29.4 191.9 
218. . -29-,4 · · -191-9 
. ...,.,--- ·-' . 
-- __ :_~~- ~-·.:.~ ··· ~~-.- · ~--8· · .41 .•.. 2. · · ,. c· -164-·--:,· --·--. -499- ·~··. --~-- ------~---· ... ,.-3(}..-l---,, ····-----168~-0 · 
: . . ~ ~ 
... . . 
- . ,_-" - -
A-9· . ·_,. 41.2 170 . 
~-.. -~ 
515 30.1 168.0 
,1 .. 10 41.2 '· 165 498 .. '·30.1· 168.0 
* Calculated From Handbook Values 
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... XABLE III. EXPERIMEN·m RESULTS ·. 
Section 






; : p 
T-1 · 8 WF 31 d ~20.6 47.6 Oe130 
,, T-2 s~~WF 40 d ·' d 20. 3 . / 65 0.,148 .. 
T-3 8 WF 31 b 55.5 J80 0.496 
11,,.,' 






. ··-··· .~_.:_~,-,, --~- : :~-~=~ -·. • .• t~ }l· · ... c ••• t · ........ · ..... ···~··· .1if: l ··· ··- ·.········~~~ ~- . · · g: ~~~ .. ··.• ··, ... ---- --.. --·,·· 
-~ 'l-7 · 4 WF. 13 ~ b . 111 .• 0 ~·. 40 .o. 265 
_:,..· 
-~. -·- .. - . . 
-
T-8 8 WF 31 55.0 (215) (0. 588) C 
T-9 4 WF 13 110.9 · 15 0.102 .b 
b T-10 4WF13 110.9 . 75 _0.506 
. ?-11 8 WF 31 55.2 (317.S) (0.862) e 
1-12 a WF 31 ·ss.2 44.9 0.122 C 
d ?-13 . 8 WF 31 S4.9 44.9 0.122 
?-14 8 WF 31 55.2 83.7 _0.230 a 
T-15 8 WP 31 41.3 (310) (0.848) e 
T-16 8 WF 31 41.3 44.9 0.123 . C 
b ·T-17 4 WF 13 55.8 . 18.4 . 0.118 
T-18 8 WF 31 : 27.6 (330) (0.882) _,, e 
T-19 8 WF 31 27.5 44.9 0.121 C-. 
T'"9-20 4 WF ll 56. l 18. 4 ~ · · .; 0. 117 --G 
?-21 4 WF 13 55.8 . 74.3 . 0.468 -b ' If' ~ 
b T-22 4' WF 13 55.8 (94) (0.608) 
d T-23 4WF13 83.2 18.4 ·o.114 
b 'l-24 4 WF 13 u 82.8 . 18.4 .0.115 
T-25 8 WF 31 76.4y (256) (0.696) e 
t-26 4 WP. 13 83. 7 18.4 0.122 ~ ... ·c ~~ 
-~ T-27 8 WF 31· 71.6y . 180 0.503 C 
?-28 4 WF 13 83. 7 (118) (O. 782) e 
T-29 4 WF 13 83. 7 18.4 0.122 a 
T!'!JO . 4 Wf 13 111.6. -18.4 . 0~ 122. a 
d T-31 ,.4 WF 13 111.6 18.4 0.122 
T-32 4WF13 111.6 18.4 0.122. C 
A-1 4 WF 13 d 83.6· 
A-2 8 WF 31 d 55.2 
A-3 8-WF 31 '1 SS.2 
A-4 8 WF 31 cl 55.2 
•:-··-~~A~S 4 WF 13"· ···· · ...... _ "11· 110;3 
A-6 4 WF 13 d 111.6 



















. - - . --~-:· . ·=·-·''". - - ·--
A.-8 . 8 B 13 .. cJ. 51. 8 49 0.299 •' . 
"t· +· . 
~ 0 . 
,·,-.· -·· '>~ ··· · .. - · · .---· . .' · ··--·,-- 0 '• A-e.:. · ·. • n-- - '. ~ B' ~-3--A. - ,-- .. ••-·"cc··---· .. ,d,- ---- . •• ' ·' · il.-3. 
· '.·aG-.-4 · - 0 l ""'' . · .. · . · . . . : . . ., . . . , . 1..,. • ..:. -~~~- .. -· .. ' - -.:. • . •· . .).-··---------- - - ----.-· . -
A8 10 8 B 13 . d . 51.8 99.2 0.600 
. y About The Weak Axis 
( ) Maximum Axial Load_, WM.~~. :ts ,:b@ J,t,fi4 V_J9,•bl• · 













. typ~ of . 
.- . Failure 
- J • 
f-1 , 1266 .. 1.032 r- " B ., _ 
1~2 '1685 1.132 · ~ . - , 
1, 
, · . ~=~ · - 1:!: . . g:~:;. ,--_-- ,::':: / l--~----··---~----- --~~J~~ 
. _ .. . . . .. . ____ . _ . _ - ... _ -~ .. -T"'..5. __ : . _ . ~. ~-· ·--- .. J.94 . --·-·~s ___ '.__ . 0 .. 169 · · ---- -~~-.. --.. -- -~/-L-D+LB . · · -- ·· -· +-~-.---~~-.. ·-~=-~-~---___ ..._ __ 
. · t-6 ·· ·142· 0. 587. . · .LD ~ ·- ·--· - . 
·,._ .. - _:, • ..::ii 
( ~ I T-7 161- -0.644 ·tr.a L. . . 
!-8 · 190 0.156 ~ ~ LTB 
t-9 212 0.872 .LD 
i-10 53 0.216 LTB 
?-11 -- , -- LTB 
!-12 _ 934 0.762 LTB 
1-13 12-ss 1.016 B+LB 
T-14 10 58 0 • 900 .B+-LB 
T-15 -- -- LT.B 
- f .. 16 917 0. 752 ·eo LTB 
'l-17 219 0.856 B+LB 
t-18 -- -- LTB 
T-19 966 0. 776 LT.B 

















... - ... 
,:.-\ 
111 ~ 0.432 B+LB 
.... 
. . . 
98 C 0.384 LTB 
246 0.932 LTB 
276 1.049 LTB+LB 
-- -- B 
-180 ' 0. 723 LD 
116 0.210 B 
-- -- Lt& 
278 1.116 LTB 
242 -- 0.972 LD -
208 · 0.835 LD 
160 0.642 LD 
- o. 725 












104 ~ • - 0 • 4611 .. ~ · · -~ ~ · · .,.. B 
- ·: • '7'". • •• ~ , •...•.. ·- -- - ,. 















B ·- Bending 
0.141 
0.884 
0.~.,Z.7.9 .. , ..-:· . '(ii 
0.964 -~ . 
0.458 . 
~!B - Lateral-Torsional --~~~~lll 
~ - Local Buckling -
' ,,.. . 
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···. -,,,"',.-.•. -.·.,.; _.-.· ... -.··· .. 
!eat 
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19· 
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A-10 
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